Bullae that indirectly confirm the historical existence of Jeremiah
A bulla is a hardened clay seal impression.
When an official document was written on papyrus, it would
be rolled and folded into thirds and tied with a string. A lump
of clay would be pressed into the string and impressed by a
seal from the signet ring of the writer or official. Dried with
the seal’s impression, the bulla would guarantee the validity
of the document while in transient as a message or in archival
storage.
Conflicts involving destructive fires hardened the bullae so
that they were impervious to normal erosion and decay; thus,
hundreds of bullae have been recovered by archeological
excavations and clandestine diggers. In many instances the
underside of the bullae still has remains of the embedded
strings.

An example of a tri-fold scroll and a bullae
with an impression of the string.

In 2005, while excavating the platform above the Stepped Stone Structure,
Israeli archeologist Eilat Mazar uncovered a small section of wall believed to be
the Palace of David. Inside this wall, her team discovered a bulla.
The bulla was translated as, “Yehuchal (or Jehucal) ben Shelemyahu
(Shelemiah)”.
Jucal the son of Shelemiah is mentioned twice in the Bible as an official to
king Zedekiah (Jer 37:3; 38:1), and one who would be in the royal palace
and in possession of a bulla.
In 2008, in the course of repairing a collapsing tower, believed to be
Nehemiah’s Northern Tower, Eilat Mazer was excavating near the top of the
Stepped Stone Structure and discovered a bulla just outside of the small
section of wall where the Jehucal Bulla was found.
This bulla was translated as, “Gedalyahu (Gedaliah) ben Pashur.”
Gedaliah the son of Pashhur is mentioned once in the Bible (Jer 38:1) in
conjunction with Jucal the son of Shelemiah as an official to king Zedekiah.
He too would be in possession of a bulla.
Biblical accounts record Jehucal son of Shelemiah and Gedaliah son of
Pashhur as two officials of king Zedekiah who disagreed with Jeremiah’s
prophetic message, and in response, imprisoned Jeremiah in a cistern to die
(Jer 38:1-6).
Not only significant for confirming the existence of two Old Testament figures, the 2,600 year old Jehucal Bulla and
Gedaliah Bulla indirectly confirm the historical existence of the prophet Jeremiah. Jeremiah, the author of the books
Jeremiah and Lamentations, was a major prophet during the decline and fall of the southern kingdom of Judah.
Prophesying about 40 years during the reigns of the last five kings of Judah, Jeremiah began his ministry in the 13th year
of Josiah’s reign (626 B.C.) until the capture of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in the 11th year of Zedekiah’s reign (586
B.C.).
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Bullae that indirectly confirm the historical existence of Jeremiah (page 2)
Chosen by God (Jer 1:5-10) to confront His people, Jeremiah warned the nation of Judah of their covenant rebellion
and exhorted their return to God. Salvation was through God not by military alliances with Assyria, Egypt or
Babylonia.

Rift among archaeological collections are forgeries, and the so called Baruch Bulla is an example of a modern day
forgery.
“Discovered” in 1975, the Baruch Bulla was sold to an antiquities collector who
allowed Israeli archaeologist / epigraphist Nahman Avigad to study and publish the
finding. Dated to the late 7th or early 6th century B.C., the bulla measures 17 by 16
mm, and is stamped with an oval seal, 13 by 11 mm. A single line borders the
impression, and it is divided by double horizontal lines into three registers bearing
the following inscription:
Pre-exilic ancient Hebrew linear script

Translation

lbrkyhw

Belonging to Berechiah

bn nryhw

son of Neriah

hspr

The scribe

Later in 1996, a second bulla was found with an identical impression indicating that it
was made with the same seal. Also impressed was a partial fingerprint which many
speculated at the time as the actual fingerprint of Baruch himself.
However, by 2004, these two Baruch bullae were decisively determined to be
forgeries based on clear paleographic anomalies and technical errors in the
production of the bullae.
By directly confirming the historical existence of characters mentioned in the book of Jeremiah and within the appropriate
dating and proven provenance, the Jehucal Bulla and Gedaliah Bulla indirectly confirm the historicity of the prophet
Jeremiah and a basis supporting the view of his work as non-fiction. This is significant, because through Jeremiah, God
reveals the New Covenant.
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